Abstract: Although overlap of communities is a key issue in studies ranging from community ecology to biogeography, a clear definition of community overlap and related terms hinder the development of the field. The absence of a unified terminology is remarkable even when the overlap of a pair or multiple communities is characterized. As a remedy, I suggest a definition of community overlap and two measures of it (number of overlapping species and total overlap size). Although both measures quantify different aspects of community overlap, in studying pairs of communities they yield identical results. The present findings demonstrate the need for a unified terminology in research on community overlap as well as for pairwise and multiple measures for quantifying the phenomenon.
Introduction
The analysis of incidence data has a long history in studies ranging from community ecology to biogeography (Veech 2014) . Species incidence among sites can be interpreted in two complementary ways (Arita 2015) : in analyses by species (Pielou 1977) and in analyses by sites (Koleff et al. 2003) . Here, I focus on analyses by sites and thus, when studying overlap, I concentrate on the overlap of communities or, in other words, on community overlap. Although community overlap is a key concept in studying community patterns and therefore frequently used for quantifying compositional similarity (Jost et al. 2011) , the lack of clearly defined terms and measures still hinders the development of the field. For instance, Arita (2015) has claimed fairly recently that [community] overlap "corresponds to the number of species that are shared between sites" and defined [community] overlap as "the number of sets [sites] sharing a given species". Although both definitions are related to community overlap, I feel that some clarification is in order. I argue that community overlap is a multifaceted phenomenon (a pattern) that can be quantified in different ways. Obviously, the operative use of community overlap requires the separation of the phenomenon (i.e., the pattern) from its measures (i.e., a quantitative property of the pattern), as well as the use of distinct and selfexplanatory terms for both the phenomenon and its measures. In my view, Arita (2015) violates these criteria because he understands the term overlap as a phenomenon (the pattern), as well as two distinct measures (e.g., the number of species and the number of sites). As a remedy, I suggest a definition of community overlap and propose measures quantifying different properties of the pattern. I hope that the new terminology allows an operative use of community overlap in analyzing incidence data.
Definition of community overlap and related terms
I suggest that, in analyzing species incidence data by sites, community overlap represents the intersection in the composition of communities. This definition means that community overlap is a phenomenon which exists when species occur in more than one community. In other words, overlap among communities exists when the set of communities contains at least one species present in two or more of them and does not exist when all species are present only in a single community. It follows that community overlap is manifested through overlapping species, i.e., through species with at least two occurrences in the set of communities. Figure 1 shows a hypothetical set of two communities. Species 4 and 5 are overlapping species while species 1, 2, 3 and 6 are not. A straightforward way of quantifying overlap is via the number of overlapping species. Although Arita (2015, in his Table 1 ) calls this number as the number of overlaps, I disagree with this terminology, because this would confuse two phenomena (community overlap and overlapping species) and a phenomenon with a measure (community overlap and number of overlapping species). I suggest that the measure counting overlapping species should be termed as the number of overlapping species.
Measures of community overlap

Two-community situation
It follows that widely used similarity indices express community overlap in a relativized form. In a more formal way, similarity indices are commonly expressed in terms of a 2 × 2 contingency table in which a refers to the number of species present in both sites being compared (number of shared species, or the number of overlapping species), b to the number Schmera of species present only in the first and c to the number of species in the second. The Simpson similarity index (Simpson 1943) quantifies the number of overlapping species in relation to the number of species in the poorer community: Figure 2 shows a hypothetical set of three communities. Species 9, 10, and 11 are overlapping species. In examining overlapping species, one should recognize that they show quantitative differences: species 9 and 11 occur in 2 sites, while species 10 in 3 sites. Arita (2015, p. 9 of the online document) recognized this and argued that, "in multisite analyses, a distinction has to be made between general overlap (the number of sets sharing a given species) and the number of species that are shared by each pair of sites". This wording is misleading, because the phenomenon is confounded with its measurement.
Multi-community situation
To avoid confusion, I suggest to characterize overlapping species by a quantitative property called overlap size, and -in agreement with the intention of Arita (2015) -I also suggest to quantify it as the occurrence frequency of the species minus one (note that overlap size can also be applied to singleton species but it is equal to 0). It is important to note that overlap size is a measure related to overlapping species, but not to community overlap. To characterize community overlap with the overlap sizes, I propose the sum overlap sizes of species in the set of communities, which may be called as the total overlap size. In a formal way, if n i is the range size (number of sites occupied) by species i and S is the total number of species in the set of communities, then total overlap size equals to
Remember that if pairs of communities are studied, then total overlap size equals to the number of overlapping species. This suggests that community overlap is a complex phenomenon and its multifaceted nature might be hidden when only pairs of communities are studied.
A careful reader should realize at this point that the general overlap indices of Arita (2015) use total overlap size in a relativized form. If s j denotes the species richness of community j, then the Simpson general overlap index (see Table 1 (Koch 1957 ) is the total overlap size in relation to the maximum of total overlap size with N communities and S species (see Table 1 That is, the total overlap size is already part of the toolkit of numerical ecology in a relativized form, called as general overlap measures (Arita 2015) .
Conclusions
Although community overlap is a key issue in studies ranging from community ecology to biogeography, I found that the phenomenon and its measurement are not clearly separated and that the same term is used with different meanings. To avoid these shortcomings, I provided a definition of community overlap and a related term (overlapping species). I suggested two measures of community overlap: the number of overlapping species and the total overlap size. Both measures can be applied and interpreted when pairs or multiple communities are studied. I argue that the new definitions and measures allow the operative study of community overlap, and thus contribute to the proper interpretation of compositional similarity. 
